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1. 

An exemplar is a set of lowercase and uppercase letters used to learn a particular 
handwriting style, such as the Italic script.  

Model lowercase and uppercase letters are necessary as a starting point. Although 
students will develop a handwriting style that is unique and natural for them, they must 
master the basic shapes, the number of strokes, specific stroke directions, and 
sequences used in the Exemplars to develop legible and fluent Italic print and cursive 
writing.  

The exemplars presented in this Resource are a basic monoline version of an Italic script 
designed for children’s print and cursive writing. With practice, students will develop 
legible and fluent print and cursive writing using this model.  

2. 

There are four one-page exemplars for printed Italic included in the material: 

Alphabetical Lowercase Exemplar Alphabetical Uppercase Exemplar 

Lowercase Exemplar by Group Uppercase Exemplar by Group 
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3. 

All lowercase letters, except f, k, t and x, are printed with a single stroke – no pen lifts. 
The dots above the i and j are not strokes. Mastering printing lowercase letters using 
one stroke makes transitioning to cursive writing less difficult.  

Conversely, most uppercase Italic letters require multiple strokes, but depending on 
one’s preference, up to ten uppercase letters can be made in one stroke.  

4. 

The ductus is the number, sequence and direction of strokes that create a letterform.   
The ductus for writing Italic lowercase and uppercase letters is shown throughout the 
material as red dots and red arrows. The red dots indicate where the stroke starts, and 
the arrows indicate the direction of the stroke.  On the Exemplars, the ductus for each 
letter is in red underneath the letters.  On some letters, a black dot indicates where the 
stroke reverses direction.  

Students must be taught the correct starting point, the number of strokes, the direction 
of each stroke and the traceback stroke associated with each Italic lowercase and 
uppercase letter. The ductus is the same for both print and cursive lowercase letters.  

5. 

There are twenty-six wall cards, one for each letter of the 
alphabet. Each card shows the print version of the uppercase and 
lowercase Italic letters with animal illustrations.    

These cards can be printed and posted in the classroom for easy 
reference.  

6. 

There are two Italic print desk strips in the Resource.  One 8 ½  by 11 page contains two 
Desk Strips, each with different illustrations. The page is designed to be cut lengthwise 
to create two strips for distribution to the students.   

Desk Strip 1: 

Desk Strip 2: 
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